
SSD

・12 tons of hydraulic power
・Processing time is only 10 seconds
・Physical destruction of HDDs, SSDs, and magnetic tapes is possible by 

simply replacing various destruction tools  (world's first) 
・HDDs with server mounters still attached can also be destroyed
・Even if a bit for HDD destruction is damaged, anyone can easily replace 
・Battery operation is possible even where there is no power supply
・Compact and lightweight, weighing only 18Kgs, ideal for on-site work

HDD/SSD Physical Destruction Machine
NEW Storage Puncher STPN-30
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Convenient Features of Storage Puncher STPN-30

1.HDD/SSD/Magnetic tape destruction tools can be  
easily replaced at the front of the device.

2.The use of trays simplifies positioning and waste 
disposal.

3.Unique feature that prevents the bits from biting 
into the HDD

Variety of options of Storage Puncher STPN-30

1. HDD destructive Tool Set HDDU-03B
Destroys 3.5" and 2.5" other HDD platters by 
4 holes

2. SSD destructive Tool Set SSDU-03B
Destroys SSDs and flash memory in waves at 
5mm intervals

3. Tape destructive Tool Set LTOU-01B
Cutting and destroying LTO and other magnetic 
tapes

4. M.2 destructive Tool Set MD2U-01B
Crush M.2 SSDs and other memory chips at 
3mm intervals

9. Certificate of Destruction Creation Kit PCK-02Destruction reports with photographs of the 
destruction work can be created and issued efficiently. The kit includes a dedicated camera, barcode  
reader, software for creating and printing certificates, and a photo box.

5. Smartphone destructive Tool Set
SMTU-01BDestroy Smartphones

6. Pouch tray set for HDD with mounter
MPHTY-01B
Pouch and tray set for destruction of 3.5"/2.5" 
HDD with mounter

7. Transport hard case STPN-CS4
Easy-to-carry hard case with extendable 
handles and casters

8. Bits for HDD destruction 
HDBT-02-2P
2 spare replacement bits

Specification of Storage Puncher STPN-30
Body only without options  :                                           STPN-30-N

Body + HDD destruction tool set  :                                 STPN-30-H

Body + SSD destruction tool set  :                                 STPN-30-S

Body + HDD & SSD destruction tool set  :                     STPN-30-HS

Body + HDD with mounter destruction porch tray set  : STPN-30-HP

Models

18KgsWeight12 ton hydraulic system
Maximum Load, 

Consolidation Method

W 187 X D 289 X H 410 mm Size10 secondsDestructive time

Easy replacement without tools
How to exchange 

destruction options
Power cable, manual, 2 sets screw driversStandard accessories

1 year or 50,000 times, whichever comes firstProduct WarrantyAC100VPower supply

JAPANCountry of Origin300W during operationPower consumption
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